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New Qualys Cloud Platform extension allows customers to get full visibility of security and compliance posture across

inaccessible, sensitively located assets

LAS VEGAS, Aug. 6, 2018 /PRNewswire/ -- Black Hat USA 2018, Booth #204 -- Qualys, Inc. (NASDAQ: QLYS), a pioneer and leading provider of
cloud-based security and compliance solutions, today announced a new Out-of-Band Configuration Assessment (OCA) module that allows customers
to achieve complete visibility of all known IT infrastructure by pushing vulnerability and configuration data to the Qualys Cloud Platform from systems
that are otherwise difficult or impossible to assess.

OCA's expanded data collection approach completes customers' global IT asset visibility by significantly broadening the types of technologies
supported by the Qualys Cloud Platform. An API-based sensor module, OCA enables customers to add metadata from unscanned assets into the
Qualys Cloud Platform to gain deeper assessment of configuration, and achieve better visibility of potentially critical vulnerabilities across their full
environment.

Security teams strive to minimize risk by securing all enterprise assets from cyber threats. However, a sub-set of these assets may remain at risk due
to remote scanning challenges such as inaccessible locations, placement on highly secure disconnected "air gap" networks or with sensitivity to
scans. Qualys OCA offers customers a simple alternative method to reduce that risk by assessing the security of these critical disconnected assets via
an API that extracts asset, configuration and vulnerability data and delivers it into the Qualys Cloud Platform for inclusion in their overall security and
compliance program.

"This new groundbreaking method of data extraction helps customers extend their single-pane-of-glass visibility to all assets, which is a key first step
to ensuring continuous security," said Philippe Courtot, chairman and CEO, Qualys, Inc. "As a new addition to the Qualys sensor family, Out-of-Band
Configuration Assessment gives customers the ability to broaden compliance programs to include such highly locked-down devices and those on
air-gapped networks."

Qualys Out-of-Band Configuration Assessment offers customers:

Flexible Data Collection:  Offline and inaccessible device metadata and configurations can be collected out of band via
automation or manually, and then uploaded into the Qualys Cloud Platform via API or directly via the simple user
interface.  
Multiple Cloud Apps Supported: Data collected via OCA is shared across apps in the Qualys Cloud Platform, and
currently leveraged by Asset Inventory, Policy Compliance, and Vulnerability Management. The data is processed and
treated just like data from agents or scanners, allowing these data to be incorporated into existing compliance and
vulnerability reporting.
Automated and Customizable Data Collection: Customers can automate their process for data collection and integration
to suit their unique needs. They control how, when, and what data is accessed on their devices and by whom.

The Qualys Sensor Family
Part of the Qualys Cloud Platform, the Qualys family of sensors provide customers continuous visibility on premises, at endpoints or in the cloud.
Qualys Cloud Platform sensors are always on, giving customers continuous 2-second visibility of all their IT assets. Remotely deployable, centrally
managed and self-updating, the sensors come as physical or virtual appliances or lightweight agents, as well as the OCA module. Qualys also offers
native integrations with third-party cloud platforms for full visibility.

Licensing and Availability
Qualys OCA module is free. Customers can allocate a sub-set of licenses to this module. Qualys OCA will be generally available starting in
September.

Additional Resources:

Follow Qualys on LinkedIn and Twitter
Read more about the Qualys Cloud Platform
Read more about Out-of-Band Configuration Assessment

About Qualys
Qualys, Inc. (NASDAQ: QLYS) is a pioneer and leading provider of cloud-based security and compliance solutions with over 10,300 customers in more
than 130 countries, including a majority of each of the Forbes Global 100 and Fortune 100. Qualys helps organizations streamline and consolidate
their security and compliance solutions in a single platform and build security into digital transformation initiatives for greater agility, better business
outcomes and substantial cost savings. The Qualys Cloud Platform and its integrated Cloud Apps deliver businesses critical security intelligence
continuously, enabling them to automate the full spectrum of auditing, compliance and protection for IT systems and web applications on premises, on
endpoints and elastic clouds. Founded in 1999 as one of the first SaaS security companies, Qualys has established strategic partnerships with leading
managed service providers and consulting organizations including Accenture, BT, Cognizant Technology Solutions, Deutsche Telekom, Fujitsu, HCL
Technologies, DXC Technologies, IBM, Infosys, NTT, Optiv, SecureWorks, Tata Communications, Verizon and Wipro. The Company is also a founding
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member of the Cloud Security Alliance. For more information, please visit www.qualys.com.

Qualys and the Qualys logo are proprietary trademarks of Qualys, Inc. All other products or names may be trademarks of their respective companies.
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